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Scratching the Surface 
18 Poems by John-Scott Harrison 
 
 
Nothing is going to change if you don't 
will it. 
Nothing is going to change if you don't. 
Will it? 
 
“You’re fulfilling your true purpose if you 
commit your life to the highest advantage 
of others” - Robert T. Kiyosaki 
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Gratitude 
 

To everyone I’ve been lucky enough to cross paths with 

in my life. Thank you for imparting your wisdom to me. 

Cheryl, I love you with all my heart. If not for your 

persistence with my foolishness this work might never 

have come about. To my mother Carol, thanks for all 

your support during my time in education. I know It’s 

not been easy for you. 
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Writer 
 

I want to be a writer 

write what’s on my mind 

and ignite this fighter 

with a tight fist 

and a type writer 

all-nighter 

writing like smoke 

that went up with no lighter 

no leader, no mitre 

make the dark brighter 

no need for a begleiter 

new heighter 

new pen, and I squeeze tighter 

a blank page, with a stare 

gets whiter 

unphased like a lamplighter 
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Gradufate 
 

No need for a cap n cape 

When you can have coffee n cake 

First in the world that no one else can relate 

Walking through hallways of red tape 

Pretending you've achieved a new fate 

A soldier, a slave 

A thirst for money over wisdom 

A close scrape 

With a system I figured at first make 

I'm glad I left school at fifteen 

Raise a glass sideways 

Qualifications make no neural pathways 

The folly calls this crazy 

Perhaps it's true 

If being blind in a world 

Where people only see money 

Then phew 

I could write for a lifetime 

But nobody reads 

The television got their ego by their balls 

n their greed 

Hoarding resource from fellow man 

Through subconscious greed 

Take heed n realise 

You have a spiritual eye 

Always look inside 

For the answers 

You seek in the sky 
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Three Bags Full Mate 
 

Tired and half asleep 

Roll from my bed to my feet 

Brush my teeth 

Wash my body 

Get to work 

Go to sleep 

Awake to more cereal 

And milk, what a creep 

Patiently waiting 

My turn to speak 

Coming home at midnight 

Trying not make a squeak 

Watch my job fuck up my boss 

On a daily repeat 

Pay out more 

Than what comes in 

And joke about how money 

Left me with no skin 

A forty-hour work week 

And two-day sleep 

Might as well fill up on beer 

Friday, enough for a week 

Is it Monday already? 

I feel like a sheep 
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Grinder 
 

A broke apart heart 

And a shattered mind 

Trying to make sense 

Of my senseless grind 

Trying to comprehend 

The beginning and end 

Trying to make money 

Always trying to defend 

Why I shouldn't heart listen 

Let my mind mend 

Working 9 to 5 

With a smile, pretend 

Put it in perspective 

Chasing up new trends 

Never mind going hungry 

Need to make new friends 

Always make enough money 

Never promise amends 

Thinking more clearly 

As I grind to the end. 
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Chaos 
To let go 

Or feel so 

I don't know 

In slow Mo' 

Tap my toe 

To this beat 

Nod my head 

Write my feat 

To chaos 

Spread my toast 

Beat traffic 

Reward most 

To the worm 

The early bird 

To iron flat 

My shirt so 

People know 

I'm in line 

This chaos 

It's all fine. 
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Mush! 
 

Don't encourage me 

I'm like a stone skipping water 

My mind rhymes on its own 

With this feather, well and ink blotter 

Dip my tip in this ink 

Tell me, how do you think? 

Express my thoughts through shapes 

Laid out for me from five years age 

ABC 

Oh, let me see 

Condense my thinking 

The way you see 

And dare I spill 

This ink well mind 

For brilliance in us all 

The ruling class might find 

Royale, rush 

My feelings crush 

Slabbering in class 

Till my mind's mush. 
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For All I Say <3 
 

A oolSch for nativeAlter ghtTho 

sageMes of acePe 

on sHi stepDoor he sWa hotS 

pingRap ngesCha 

nnedGu ownD on the ripSt 

vingHa a eamDr 

lledKi by the nmentGover 

uthTr, milyFa outPay 1992 

keLi damusNostra 

rinesQuat I iteWr 

nedBur at the akeSt 

keLi ackJ F.K. 

I better watch my mouth 

And what I say. 
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Saturated 
 

I used to think I was crazy 

Not I know that I’m not 

It turns out the world around me 

Is crazier than I thought 

Peace, love and protest 

Be careful, you’ll get shot 

So, get in line, you’ll do just fine 

Eat more cheese and buy more wine 

Shrooms, they’re bad though 

And don’t over think 

Cos Johnny did that 

And look what other people think 

So, light up a cigarette 

And have another drink 

Save the government your pension 

Or end up in the clink 

Keep your thoughts to yourself now 

Listen up don’t blink 

You’re on the job 

Don’t try and catch a wink 

What about food though? 

With money gone? 

I don’t know 

Ask that crazy kid John 
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Cultivate 
 

I wrote a story of still 

I drop a drink and pill 

I meditate, and I drill 

I tell the world of my skill 

I made it up in my mind 

Just like my love and its kind 

I tell you now that I don’t 

Because I’m trapped, and I wont 

Pretend I know life I don’t 

I just want to leave it behind 

The stories past in a bind 

And let the book tell the tale 

Of how I tried, and I fail 

And let the world know the story 

Of the heads and the tails 

From the fringe, and I bail 

Something nice to exhale 

Alone I sit by fire 

Rhyming in my head, a full choir 

Trying to find my desire 

Or understand it at all 

I’m awaiting the world 

This pretend end 

And its call. 
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Iroloveney 
 

Lose it all 

Gain it all back 

Fall through the crevasse 

But can’t see through the cracks 

Listening to music 

Feels like a higher dimension 

A state much the same 

As I await my ascension  

With much trepidation 

Much like what I found 

Through meditation 

So count your pennies 

And build your blessings 

Never rely on school for lessons 

Make up your own 

Using your beautiful mind 

Never listen to teachers 

Who tell you where to find 

Answers are within you 

All it takes is your heart 

Try use love for evil 

You’ll crash like a dart 
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But a Dream 
 

Think what we've done for money 

Well what for love? 

Perhaps we have the hand 

Just need the other to fit the glove 

A direction in the right, push 

Maybe all we need is a shove. 

Self takes its time though 

No need for rush 

Listen not to nae Sayers 

Look inward with your own layers 

Silence your mind 

Welcome love, and always be kind 

To even those who are nasty 

You'll probably find 

Those people need love more 

Because of the anger inside 

Of hardship and trauma 

That split their heart from their mind 

Let their ego take them over 

And left them behind 

This is just a feeling 

For which, the answers inside 

For life is but a dream 

Just enjoy the ride. 
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Blind 
I’ve worked hard 

Just like a good little boy 

Waiting at Christmas 

By the tree for his toy 

Looking to fill up 

This large empty void 

With balance sheets and assets 

Of a family destroyed 

A long lack of wisdom 

With no one to blame 

To wallow in pity 

Of my own self-shame 

A public holiday 

A big money game 

Disguised as love 

And packaged the same 

They call me bah-humbug 

But little they know 

For I wanted understanding 

And for us to grow 

But like a plant with no water 

We stagnated for years 

Blinded by money 

Stupid people and fears 

And love is like god  

Let free in your heart 

“Let go of the past” 

Remember love is an art 

If your ego has nabbed you 

You’re not coming back 

I wonder if ever 

You will see through the cracks? 
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Westminster 
 

I've been in your green room 

Where you stage your debate 

Feed the rich with more money 

And the poor with more hate 

I've seen progress! 

At the side of the street 

When my dad emptied his pockets 

As he dropped from his feet 

I've seen your drugs 

That you claim war upon 

Until all of your 

competition is gone 

I've heard all the promises 

I've read all the news 

For what is education? 

Let me profuse 

Why don't you let parent’s 

What their kids learn, choose? 

For if not for the "media" 

Convincing people of lies 

No one would have faith 

Despite all your tries 

So, campaign and squabble 

While the rich pull the strings 

You'd better play nice 

And answer the phone when it rings. 
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Changed 
 

Posing with your poison 

Free to drink til you drop 

Remember take your medication 

Don't want your heart to stop 

And be realistic 

About all of your goals 

Keep paying your road tax 

And driving over holes 

A bottle, a taster, a cigarette, a joint 

I wish I sat back 

And asked 

What's the point? 

A day job on nightshift 

For a wage come the 1st 

I feel like my head 

Like my hearts 

About to burst. 
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In Between 
 

Interconnected with 

The future and past 

In a universe as part 

Ultimate and vast 

Cleared out the cabinet 

Of bottles, trashed 

Lay in bed for a day 

Tea V, binge 

Connecting with angels 

Living on the fringe 

Of what others accept 

Making loved one’s cringe 

And channel Ra 

Like Wilhelm Reich found 

Spooky action at a distance 

Frequency in sound 

Orgone times 

With impractical rhymes 

To convey a story 

Between these lines 

In the darkness 

Hearts shine 

In need off no shrine 

If money is an idea 

Then so is time 

Explain me space 

Like admiral Piri Reis 

Take my hand 

To Neushwabenland 

Escape the confines 

High jump and zero point 

Write in quatrains 

Scry in water deep 

And leave a mystery 

For those who seek 

Yet in the middle 

Of it all 

Your Purple brow 

Awaits its call 

Not just some 

But yes, us all. 
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Untouchable 
 

University: The peoples hedge fund 

Come along 

Learn your place 

Get the skills to be a slave 

And don’t dare cry 

Wait your turn 

Get a degree 

You might as well burn 

And complain if you like 

It’s over and done 

There was nothing to win 

I sit here stunned. 

If education 

Is like this now 

I sit here and wonder  

About how 

Humans will move forward 

Into the fray 

I sit on my knees  

And quietly pray 

The corruption widespread 

The money wrong 

No lawyer cares 

About this song 

So give out debt as student loans 

And pay the corporations 

That you own 

Create a system 

Of human clones 

And slam down the phone 

When any moan 

Forget the future 

Think of now 

Look to yourself for answers 

Between your brow. 
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Life’s a ... 
 

I feel like my souls’ mush 

Stuck in a rat race, rush 

To work in my car, crush 

Any dreams I ever had, lust 

For life had just died 

Sit by side lines and sigh wide 

Feel like I don't even know 

Why I tried 

Relied on family, wisdom 

A job, safe 

Never question the system 

Life’s about kids, face. 

Got to save it 

For this day 

Kneel by my bed 

And I pray 

For a new day where I dream 

And it’s my job 

Feel like I've seen 

My own reality and I'm green 

With envy for passion 

Not money 

And I scream 

Is the world crazy or is it me? 

Time will tell bitch and we'll see. 
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Pretence 
Another pill I pop until I feel like I drop 

another cut I crop until my hair falls, I stop 

another hour in heaven for a lifetime of hell 

I can't talk to people like I used to. 

Can you tell? 

I read a poem of yours about four legs and hell 

it hit me like a brick on the face and left the smell 

I sit with a fire raging 

bang in the middle my mind 

trying to channel the fire to my heart, I find 

typing like a mad man with a mad can of damned ham 

creating a block span inside of web-can like fifth dan 

reading like I’m studying for the exam and I can't cram 

any more of this cut out figurine 

I live clean, what do I mean? 

I look to the sky and I scream 

but its silence rings out 

as I stare down this page, sleep off my doubt 

wake at 2am and listen to my heart 

and hear the shots ring out 

Like a Deaths Angel destined for guy Fawkes 

exploding in colours, man life rocks 

Why did I give up or slow down? 

I've been beating at this world with my hammer 

for this crown. 
 

 


